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Abstract. This paper introduces a two-dimensional alternating Turing machine (2-ATM) which 
can hc considered as a natural extension of 3 one-dimensional alternating Turing machine to 
two dimensions. This paper also introduces a three-way two-dimensional alternating Turing 
machine (TRZ-ATM) which is an alternating version of a three-way two-dimensional Turing 
machine. Wc first investigate a relationship between the accepting powers of space bounded 
Z-ATM’s (or TRP-ATM’s) and ordinary space bounded two-dimensional Turing macilines (or 
three-way two-dimensional Turing machines). We then introduce a simple, natural new com- 
plexity measure for Z-ATM’s (or TW-ATM’s). called ‘leaf-size’, and provide a spectrum of 
complexity classes based on leaf-size bounded computations. We finally in\.estigate recognizahilit!, 
of connected patterns hy Z-ATM’s ior TRZ-ATM’s\. 
1. Introduction 
During the past ten years, many automata on a two-dimensional tape have been 
introduced. and several propertic, of them have been given [l-9]. Recently, 
i one-dimensional b alternating Turir 5: machines were introduced in [IO] as a gen- 
cralization of nondeterministic 1 tin-,ng machines and as a mechanism to model 
parallel computation. In the subsequent papers [ 1 l-143, several investigations of 
alternating machines have been continued. It seems to us, however, that there are 
many problems about alternating machines to solve in the future. This paper 
introduces a rn~o-dinl4trsiotstl nkrtmGtq Tttt-itq nzachine (2-ATM) which can be 
considered as an alternating version of a two-dimensional Turing machine (TM) 
[ 3, A, 71. That is, a Z-ATM is a TM whose states are partitioned into ‘existential’ 
and ‘universal‘ states, like one-dimensional alternating Turing machines. This paper 
also introduces a thretvq trclo-~~itr~ettsiutzcl al~erttating Turing nznche 0X2- 
ATM) which can be considered as an alternating version of a three-way two- 
dimensional Turing machine (TRTM) [7]. 
The main purpose of this paper is to get the deeper understanding of two- 
dimensional Turing machines through the investigations about thes:. neiv machines. 
Section 2 gives terminology and notation necessary for this paper. o is weil known 
* An earlier version of this paper appeared in the Pv,ceedings of the 14th Annua! ACM Symposium 
on Theorv of Computing. 1982. 
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[ 10, 1 l] that (one-dimensional) alternating finite automata are equivalent to 
ordinary finite automata. It is unknown [lo, 111, however, whether or not (one- 
dimensional) space bounded alternating Turing machines are more powerful than 
non-alternating versions corresponding to those machines. Section 3 investigates 
a relationship between the accepting powers of space bounded Z-ATM’s (TR2- 
ATM’s) and space bounded TM’s (TRTM’s), and shows that, for some space 
bounded classes, ~-ATM’S (TR2-ATM’s) are more powerful than TM’s (TRTM’s). 
Section 4 introduces a simple, natural new complexity measure for ~-ATM’S (or 
TR2-ATM’s), called ‘leaf-size’. The ‘leaf-size’ used by a 2-ATM (or TR2-ATM) 
on a given input is the number of leaves of its accepting computation tree with 
fewest leaves. Leaf-size is a useful abstraction which provides a spectrum of 
complexity classes inter mediate between nondeterminism*and full alternation. The 
same section first provides a spectrum of complexity classes of TR2-ATM’s, and 
then provides a relationship between the accepting powers of leaf-size bounded 
2-AT!& ai& TR2-ATM’s, In Section 5 we investigate recognizability of connected 
patterns by a Z-ATM (or TRLATM). 
2. Preliminaries 
Definition 2.1. Let ,V be a finite set of symbols. A rlr~o-nirncrzsic~rrtrl tap over S is 
a two-dimensional rectangular array of elements of 1. 
The set of all two-dimensional tapes over 2’ is denoted by Z’? Given a tape 
s F 2““, wc let I, LY ) be the number of rows of s and I?(.~ ) he the number of colurms 
of X. If 1 =T i -: l,(s) and 1 5:; i 5 L(s), we let s(i. jl denote the symbol in s with 
coordinates ii, j 1. Furthermore, we define 
z(k,r)-=.\-(k+i.- l,r+j--4). 
( WC call s[ ( i. j), ( i’, j’)] the ‘[(i. j), (i’, j’)]-segrwvz~ of A- ’ . ) 
This paper assumes that the reader is familiar with fundamental knowl~dgcs 
about t~~~\ro-dilnensional Turing machines [h. 71. 
1%‘~ now introduce a two-dimeFlsiona1 alternating ‘bring rnachinc, which can bc 
considcr4 as a natural t’xtension of an alternating Turing machine [IO-l 2] to 
two-dimensions. (We also assume that the reader is familiar with fundamental 
~nc~lccl~es a5,out one-dimensional alternating automata.) 
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Definition 2.2. A two-dimensional aIternating Turing machine (2-ATM) is a seven- 
t uple 
M = (Q. qn, U, F, C, I-, 6) 
where 
(1) Q is a finite set of states, 
(2) 9() E Q is the initial state, 
(3) U c Q is the set of universal states, 
(4) F c Q is the set of accepting states, 
(5) 2 is a finite input alphabet ( # & C is the boundary symbol), 
(6) r is a finite storage tape alphabet (B E r is the blank symbol), 
(7) SE(QX(~U{#})X~)X(QX(~-{B))~{~~~~, right, up, dow;~, no move) 
x{left, right, no move}) 
is the wxt move relation. 
A state 9 in Q - I/ is said to be existcwtiai. As shown in Fig. 1, the machine A4 
has a read-only (rectangular) input tape with boundary symbols b # ’ and one 
semi-infinite storage tape, initially blank. Of course, M has a finite control, an 
input tape head and a storage tape head. A position is assigned to each cell of the 
read-only input tape and to each cell of the storage tape, as shown in Fig. 1. A 
step of M consists of reading one symbol from each tape, writing a symbol on the 
storage tape, moving the input and storage heads in specified directions, and entering 
a new state, in accordance with the next move relation 8. Note ihat the machine 
&sition (0,O) O,l Cl,11 (O,n+l) 
\ 
(1 
m,n arbitrary positive I 
read-only input tapz 
inteqcrs 
position 1 
position 2 
*...*a. 
Storage tape 
Fig. 1. Two-dimensional alternating Turing machine. 
cannot write the blank symbol. If the input head falls off the input tape, or if the 
storage head falls off the storage tape (by moving left), then the machine jLfl can 
make no further move. 
Definition 2.3. A configuration of a Z-ATM M = (Q, qo, U, F, C, f, 8 ) is a pair of 
an element of 5”) and an element of 
C\l = Q x (f -(B}P x (N u {o))2 x N, 
where IV denotes the set of all positive integers. The first component of a configur- 
ation c = (s, iq, (Y, (i, j), k )) represent the input to n/r. The second component’ 
(4, CY, (i, j 1, k) ( E CM ) of c represents the state of the finite control, the nonblank 
contents of the storage tape, the input head position, and the storage head position. 
An element of C,,I is called a *semi-cclrtFgl(rnti~~ Sf’M‘. If q is the state associated 
with configuration c, then c is said to be a urricer~l (esisterztin/, acctpf~ng 1cor~figur- 
(1 t1ci:: if q is a universal (existential, accepting) state. The irzititrl con.figttratiorl of A-1 
0~ irqwt .li is 
whtlre A is the null string. 
A configu~~atii~n reprcscnts an instantaneous description of .\,I at some point in 
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We next introduce a three-way two-dimensional alternating Turing machine 
which can be considered as an alternating version of a three-way two-dimclrsitiiihi 
Turing machine [7]. 
Definition 2.5. A three-lvay two-dimensional alternating Turing machine (TR2- 
ATM) is a 2-ATM M = (Q, qo, U, F, 2, r, 6) such that 
S c (0 x(zTu( #})V) x(Q x (P-{B))x{left, right, down, no move} 
x {left, right, no move}). 
(That is, a TR2-ATM is a 2-ATM whose input head can move left, right, or 
down, but not up.) 
In this paper we shall concentrate on investigating the properties of ~-ATM’S 
and TR2-ATM’s whose input tapes are restricted to square ones and whose storage 
tapes are bounded (in length) to use. Let L(IIZ) : N + R be a function with one 
variable ?tz, where R denotes the set of all nonnegative real numbers. With each 
2-ATM (or TR2-ATM) M we associate a space complexity func+iof? SPACX which 
takes configurations to natural numbers. That is, for each configuration c = 
(s, ((I, CY, (i,j), k )), let SPACF (c) = 101. We say that A4 is ‘L(nl i space-hozwied’ if, 
for all 111 and for all s with I&x ) = L(_t- ) = tn. if s is accepted by h/l, then there is 
an accepting computation tree of M on input s such that, for each node 7~ of the 
tree. SP.KE (I(n)) d Urn).’ By ‘2 -ATM’( L( nz))’ (‘TR2-ATM‘( L( m ! !‘) WE: denote 
an L (m ) space-bounded Z-ATM (TRSATM) whose input tapes are restricted to 
squartz ones. J Dcfinc 
Y’[?ATM’(L(nr ))] = {T ] T = T(M) for some 2-ATM”(Lirrz )I hf}, 
.Y[TRZ-ATM’( L ( r~))] = { TI ‘1” = 77 M) for some TR2-ATM’( L( nl ))M}. 
13~ using the well-known technique, it is easily proved that. for any constant k ~0, 
i/‘[ $ATM’( k )] = ,I/‘[ 2-ATM‘( Oi] and Y[TR2-ATM’( k); ‘- Y[TR2-ATM’( O)]. 
1% cspccially denote a 2-ATM’( 0) (TR2-ATM’( 0)) by ‘2-AFA” ( ‘TR2-AFA”). A 
2-AFA’ (‘TRZ-AFA’) can lx considered as an alternating version of a two- 
dimensional finite automaton [l, 2, 51 \three-way two-dimensional finite automaion 
[ 1, 71) whose input tapes arc restricted to square ones. 
Dctcrministic and nondeterministic rwo-dimensional Turing machines (three-way 
two-dimensional Turing machines) [6,7] are special cases of ~-ATM’S (TR2- 
ATM’s). For example, a nondeterministic two-dimensional Turing machine is a 
2-ATM whfch has no universal state, and a deterministic two-dimensional ‘Turing 
machine is a Z-ATM whose configurations each have at most one successor. As in 
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[7], by TM”(L(m)) [DTM”(L(m)), TRTM”(L(m)), DTRTM”(L(m))] we denote an 
L(r~z) space-bounded4 non-deterministic two-dimensional Turing machine (deter- 
ministic two-dimensional Turing machine, nondeterministic three-way two- 
di rnensional Turing machine, deterministic three-way two-dimensional Turing 
machine) with square input tapes (see [7] for definitions of these machines). 
Furthermore, by 2-NA’ (TR-NA”) we denote a nondeterministic two-dimensional 
finite automaton (nondeterministic three-way two-dimensional finite automaton) 
with square input tapes (see [2,7] for definitions of these automata). Let 
2E’[TM”(L(m))]={TI T= T(M) for some TM”(L(m))M}. 
if[DTM’(L (nz ))I, Y[2- NA’], etc. are defined similarly. 
3. A relationship between alternating and non-alternating machines 
Ir is shown [lo, 1 l] that (one-dimensional) alternating finite automata are 
equivalent to ordinary finite automata. It is unknown [IO, 111, however, whether 
or not (one-dimensional) alternating space bounded Turing machines are more 
powerful than non-alternating versions corresponding to those machines. This 
section first shows that for any L(v~) such that Em,,, ,,[L(rn)/log uz] = 0 
(lirn ,,, .x [L (m )/rn ‘I= 0), 2-ATM”(L (~1 ))‘s [TR2-ATM”(L (m U’s] are more power- 
fui than ‘TM’U&z H’s [TRTM”(L(rll ))‘s]. 
Wc first give several preliminaries to get the desired result. For each rrt 2 2 and 
each 1 a: IZ ~1 m - 1, an (~1, 11 )-clrrrrzk is a pattern (over (0, 1)) as shown in Fig. 2. 
whcrc 
T 
I 
m-l 
T 
5 s2 m 
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Let A4 be a TM”(f). Note that if the numbers of states and storage tape symbols 
of A4 are s and I, respectively, then the number of possible storage states” of AI is 
S/Z’. Let (0, 1) be the input alphabet of M, and # be the boundary symbol of A4. 
For any (m, n )-chunk X, we denote by x( #) the pattern (obtained from x by 
surrounding _Y by # ‘s) as shown in Fib. 3. Below, we assume without loss of 
-‘# . . . . . . . . . #- 
. . 
, . 
. . 
. T . . X . . m 
l 
. . . 
f nyc--m-n l 
’ .A 
. 
. 
* l . . . # 
Fig. 3. 
generality that A# enters or exits the pattern s( # ) only at the face designated by 
the bold line in Fig. 3. Thus, the number of the entrance points to x( # 1 [or the 
exit points from .v( # I] for A4 is II + 3. We suppose that these entrance points (or 
exit points) are numbered 1, 2, . . . , n +3 in an appropriate way. Let P = 
U ’ .C,**., n +3} be the set of these entrance points (or exit points). Let C = 
{cl*&, * * l , q,) be the set of possible storage states of A4, whei.e II = sff’. For each 
i E P and each q E C, let Al,,.,,, ((x # H be a subset of PX C u (LJ which is defined 2s 
follows U. is a new symbol): 
(1) (j,pmw,,.,,,L~w )) e 
e when A4 enters the pattern A-( # ) in storage state q and at point 
i, it may eventually exit _I-(, # ) in storage state p and at 
point j. 
e when A4 enters the pattern A-( # ) in storage state q and at point 
i, it may not exit _r( # 1 at all. 
Let X, y be any two ( HI, n )-chunks. We say that x and y are M-equiualent if, for 
any (i, q)E PX C, A&.&( # )5 = A&,,( y( # )). Thus, M cannot distinguish between 
two (01. rz)-chunks which are M-equivalent. Clearly, M-equivalence is an 
equivalence relation on (m, 11 )-chunks, and we get the following lemma. 
’ For any two-dimensional Turing machine M, we define the s?orcrge state of M to tw 
of the ( 1 I state of the finite control, (2) contents of the st vage tape, and (3) position 
tape head within the nonhlank portion of storage tape. 
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M-equivalence classes of (m, n )-chunks, where u = sit’, s is the number of states of 
the finite control of M, and t is the number of storage tape symbols of M. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of [6, Lemma 2.11. Cl 
We are now ready to prove the following lemma. 
Lenrnaa 3.2. Let 
& 3i(l SiS rn - 1 )[x[(i, l), (i, m )] = .x[(w, 1 A (m, m )]]I}. 
Proof. ( 1) The set T, is accepted by a TRZAFA” k1 which acts as follows. Given 
an input x ( II (s ) = 12(s ) = 112 a?), kf existentially (i.e., in existential states) chooses 
some row, say the ith row, of X. Their /U universally (i.e.. in universal states) tries 
to check that, for each (1 sjs HZ), s( i, j) = s( m, i,. That is, on the ith row and jth 
column of x ( I S+ III), M enters a universal state to choose one of two further 
actions. One action is to pick up the symbol x(i, j), to move down with the symbol 
st:lrcd in the finite control, to compare the stored symbol with the symbol s(r~, ~7, 
and to enter an accepting state if both symbols are identical. (It will be needless 
to say how 1!4 can pick up the symbol s(rrt, ~7.) The other action is to continue to 
move right one tape cell [in order to pick up the next symbol .Y (i, j + 11 and compare 
if, with the symbol s(r~,j + 1 \]. It will be obvious that TOW = T,. 
(2) Suppose that there is a TM”(L(~I 1) Maccepting T, . Let s and t be the numbers 
of states (of the finite control) and storage tape symbols of .&I, respectively. We 
assume without loss of generality that hI starts on the lower left-hand corner of 
the input, and that when M accepts an input .Y in T,, it halts on the lower left-hand 
corner of s (these assumptions are concerned with the shape of chunks described 
above), and that AI never falls off an input out of the boundary symbol * . For 
txch II :T 1, let 
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Clearly, 1 Y(n)1 = 2” (where, for any set A, IAl denotes the number of elements of 
A), and so we let Y(n)={yl,yz,...,y~~~}. For each rzH, let R(n)= 
{row(x 1 \A- E V(n )}, where, for each x in V(n ), 
row(_y ) = { yi t Y (II ) 1 X [(i, I), (i9 12 )I is Yj for Some i 
(1 ~iall(X)-1 =2”)}. 
Clearly, 
IR(+(21”)+(;)+ . a. +(3=zzt1-1. - 
Note that 
B - LD 1 for some x in V(IZ ), p is the pattern obtained from x by cutting 
the part 432” + 1, 1). (2” + 1, n J] off} 
is the set of all (2” + 1, II)-chunks. Since M can use at most 1~2” + 1) cells of the 
storage tape when M reads a tape in V( II), from Lemma 3.1, there arc at most 
M-equivalence classes of (2” + 1, n)-chunks, whercb u[n] = sL(2" +- l)tL""' '). 
We denote these &f-equivalence classes by Cl, C7, . . , Cl-., ,1,. Since 
lim ,,,_JL(r22 )/log n2] = 0 (by assumption), lim,,,,[L(2” + 1 I/10:(2” + 1 )] = 0, and 
so lim,, +, [L(2” + 1 )/n] = 0. By using this fact, it follows that, f<)r large n, lR (n )I > 
E(rr j. For such II, there must be some Q, Q’ (Q f 0’) in R(?z) and some C, 
( 1 T= i s E(12 1) such that the following statement holds: 
There exist two tapes .Y, y in V(rr 1 such that 
(i) for some row p in Q but not in O’, 
s[(2” + 1, 1 ), (2” + 1, ?I ,] = y[(2” + 1, I), (2” + 1, II ,3 =p, 
(ii) row(s ) = Q and row( y) = Q’, and 
(iii) both p, and pv are in C,, where p,(p,.) is the (2” + 1, IZ)-chunk obtained from 
.v (from y) by cutting the part x[( 2” + 1, 1 ), (2” + 1, r-2)] (the part y[(2” + 1, 1 ), 
(2” + 1, II I], off .- 
As is easiiy seen, _Y is 111 T,, and so .Y is accepted by ,VL It follows that ,\-’ is also 
accepted by A!, which is a contradiction. (Note that 11 is not in T, .) This completes 
~ht> proof of (2) of the lemmz Cl 
Furthermore, we need the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.3. Let 
7-7 ={x E(I), l}‘-7’/3r?t ~2[l,(si =L(s) =I?2 
Rr x[(l, l),!l,m~]=.r[c2, lrJ2,171)]]}. 
(1: Tz d[TRZ-AFAS], 
(2 I fimuzy L(m) : N -+ R srrch that lim,,, .,[Utn)lm] = 0, T:! C-Y[TRTM”(Lbd)]. 
Pnlof. (1) The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.2 (1). (The details are left to 
the reader.) 
(2,1 TIC proof is given in the proof of [7, Lemma X1(2)]. El 
I,emm\a 3.4. Let 
c! S[(l, 1). (tZ1, 2t?l )]=S[(t?i + 1, l), (ZfJl, Zttlll]}* 
71 
Lemma 3.7. tef 
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&-aA(i, 2m)l~x[(i+m, 2),(i+m, 2m)]]$ 
Tlrerz 
( 1) T4 E .Y[TR2-AFA”] (r/w, E Y[2- AFA”]), 
(2) for any L(m):N+R such that lim,,,..,[L(m)/m~]=0, we /znve 
T4 Cf[DTRTM”(L(m ,)I. 
Proof. (1) The set T4 is accepted by a TR2-AFA‘ M which acts as follows: Given 
an input s (I,(s) = L(s) = 2111, m 2 1). on the upper left-hand corner of s, !H enters 
a universal state to choose one of two further actions: 
$ One action is to check that there exists exactly one ‘2’ only on the leftmost 
column of _Y. (Clearly, this check can be done deterministically.) If this check is 
successful, M enters an accepting state. 
!z The other action is to existentially choose some i, j (1 s i 5 2~1, 2 ij 5 2r?z ), 
to pick up the symbol s(i,j), and to store it in the finite control. rhen 12/1 enters a 
universal state to choose one of two further actions: 
(a) 
0-4 The other action is to existentially choose one of the following two actions, 
teach time H meets a symbol which differs from the symbol s(i, j, stored in 
the 
0) 
finite control: 
One action is to continue moving down along the jth column, seeking 
for another symbol different from x( i, j). (In this case, M will not enter 
an accepting state on the way.) 
(ii) The other action is to move H to the left, and to check whether 1i meets 
the symbol 2. If so, IM enters an accepting state. 
One action is to move right until it reaches the right boundary symbol #. 
Then 1M continues to move its input head H one cell down for every two 
left moves of f-I. M then enters an accepting state if H meets the symboi 2 
(on the Ieftmost column). 
It will he obvious that IV accepts the set T4. 
(2) The proof is given in the proof of 19, Lemma X5(2)]. Cl 
Let hf be a 2-AFA’ and s be the number of states of M. Given w input .Y with 
I,(.u \ = 12(s 1 = tn, the number of possible configurations of R/I is .WN +2?, which is 
bounded by cr?z’ for some constant C. From this, it is. easily seen that if the input 
s is accepted by M, then there is an accepting computation tree of A4 on x whose 
computation paths from root to leaves each are of length at most CM’. From this 
observation, it is easily ascertained that we can construct, by using the sallie idea 
as in the proof of [lo, Theorem 3.21, a DTM”(r71.‘) IM’ which, given an input with 
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I,(s) = L(X) = HZ, generates every possible computation path (of A4 on x) of length 
at most c& in a systematic way, and checks whether there is an accepting computa- 
tion tree of M on s. This implies that 9[2-AFA”] 2 Y[DTM”&)]. In [7] it is 
shown that Z’[DTM”(m”)] =d??[DTRTM”(m’)]. Therefore, we can get the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.8. ( 1) Y[TR2-AFA”] c .Y[DTRTM”( w ‘11. 
(2) ,Y[2- AFA’] E.Y[DTRTM”(~&]. 
From Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 we can get the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.9. HI’ space is necessnry and suficient for DTRTM”s to simdate TR2- 
AFA”s cittd 2-AFA“s. 
We close this section by giving the following remark. 
Remark 3.10. Ii is shown in [ 11, Remark 2.21 that for any two-way S(U )-space 
bounded alternating Turing machine M with s (H I 3 1og II one can construct a 
one-way S(H I- space hounded alternating Turing machine which accepts the same 
set as iZL Similarly, WC can easily construct, for any Z-AT!U”(L(III )) &f’ with 
I_ lrrr I 2 log IN, a TR2-ATMU (III )) which accepts the samt set as AI’. We c<xljccturt\ 
tli3t if hi,,, . , [ Lm )/log ill] = 0, thtx Y‘[I‘R~-ATM’(L(~,J I\]5 Y[Z-ATM’(L(III ~1. L 
4. I xaf-size hounded a!tr-rnation 
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with II(x) = k(x) = m, if x is accepted by M, then there is an accepting computation 
tree l of II4 on x such that LEAF(~) ~Z'(rn 1.' 
By TR2-ATM”(L( m), Z(m)) [2-ATM‘(L( m), Z(m))] we denote a Z(m) leaf-size 
bounded TR2-ATM”(L(m )) [2-ATM”(L(m ))]. That is, for example, a TR2-ATM’ 
(L(nz), Z(rrr)) is a simultaneously L(m) space- and Z(m) leaf-size bounded TR2- 
ATMS. Let TR2-AFA”(Z(m)) [2-AFA”(Z(m ))I denote a Z(m) leaf-size bounded 
TR2-AFA” (2-AFA”). Define 
Y[TR2-ATM’{ L( nt ), Z( m ) ,] = 
={ T( T= T(M) for some TR2-ATM”(L(nr), Z(m)_)iU). 
Y’[2- ATM’(L(nr 1, Z(m))], .Y[TR2-AF.A’(Z{;;i ijj, etc. are defined similar!y. 
We first provide a spectrum of complexity classes of TRSATM”‘s, based on 
simultaneously space- and leaf-size bounded computations. 
Lemma 4.2. For ench k 2 1, let 
[l,(x) = L(x) = nz & ( there exist exactly k 1 l s OPI the _first row of .u) 
& .I-[( 1, 11, (1. 171 I] =s[(2, 1 ), (2, 111 ,]I}. 
t 1) T[~]E Y’[TRZ-AFA‘(k 11, 
(21 T[k + 1 ]JU’[TR~-ATM’(L(~U ), k )] for crrg* LWI ): N + R srrch thnt 
lim,,: __, , [L (m )/log m ] = 0. 
Proof. f 1) The set T[ k] is accepted by a TR2-AFA’( k) M which acts as follows: 
Givttn an input s with II(.v) = L(.\- ) = ITI 2 1, Ad first checks deterministically whether 
thcrc exist exactly k l’s on the first row. If so, bet the k l’s on the first row hc 
11urt1~ert!d 1 ’ .-,.‘., k from left to right. A4 then enters a universal state to choose 
one of two further actions, each time the input head meets the ith ‘1’ ( I -C i s k -- 1 ! 
on the first row hy moving from left to right. 
i-v One action is to move right until the input head meets the next -1’ (i.e., tht* 
(i+ IN ‘1‘). 
2 l‘hc other action is to move down one tape cell, and to check whether the 
symbol under the input head is ‘1’. If so, 44 deterministically checks whether thl::re 
csisr exactly k l’s cm the second row of .I-, and enters an accepting state if this 
check is also successful. 
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When M meets the kth ‘1‘ on the first row, it simply does action 0 above without 
entering a universal state. It will be easily seen that an input x is in T[k] if and 
only if there is an accepting computation tree t of itI on x such that LEAF(~) = k. 
(2) Suppose that there is a TR2-ATM”(L(m), k)M (with lim,,,,,[L(m)/log nz] = 
0) accepting T[k + 11. We assume without loss of generality that kf enters an 
accepting state only on the bottom boundary symbol #. Let t and s be the numbers 
of states (of the finite control) and storage tape symbols of M, respectively. For 
each accepting computation tree t of M, let SC(r) be a ‘multi-set’ of semi- 
configurations of M defined as follows (see Definition 2.3 for semi-configurations): 
SCU 1 = {(y, 0, (i, j>, i’) E CM Ic = (A-, (q, CY, (i, i>. i’)) is a node label of 
t, and c is a configuration of M just after the point where 
the input head left the first row of s}, 
where _I is the input associated with t. For each input s, let ACT(s) be the set of 
all accepting computation trees of M on .Y whose leaf-sizes are at most k. Further- 
niorc. for each rn 3 k + 1, let 
itnd, for each s in S’(r~z ), let c(x) = {SCW i t E ACT(s j}. (Clearly, each tape s in 
\‘(Hz ) is accepted by IV, and so it follows, since we assumed that M enters an 
accepting state only on the bottom boundary s~rnbol # , that for each s in \ ‘irn 1 
I‘r.u 1 is rwf empty.) ‘I‘hcn fhe following proposition must hold. 
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Since, for each x in V(m) and for each f in ACT(x), LEAF(~) is at most k, it follows 
that, for each x in V(m) and for each t in ACT(x), 
]SC(t)ls k. 
Therefore, letting S(m) = {SC(t) If E ACT(x) for some x in V(m )}, it follows that 
for some constants c and c’, 
As is easily seen, 1 V(m )I = (k’$). Since lim,,,_,,[L(m )/log nz] = 0, we have jS(m )j < 
]V(tdI for large nz. Therefore, it follows that for large m there must be different 
tapes x, v in V(n2) such that C(x) (1 C(y) f Q). This contradicts Pr’oposition 4.3, and 
thus part (2) of the lemma holds. q 
From Idemma 4.2 we can get the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. For atty fmctiorz L(m ) : N’ + R such that Jim,,, -.x[ Ltm )/log m ] = 0 
md, jbr arry integer k 2 1. 
y[TR2-ATM’(,L(m ), k)]SY’[TR2-ATM”(L(m i, k + 1 J]. 
Corollary 4.5. For crrry itlteger k 2 1, 
T[TR2-AFA’( k )] 4 Y’[TRZ-AFA’( k + 111. 
As shown in the next theorem, if L(m) 2 log tn. then a situation which differs 
from Theorem 4.3 emerges. 
Theorem 4.6. For cq- futlctiotl L(nz I 3 log rtl (m 2 1) nmi for any integer k 2 1, 
Y[TR2-ATM’(L(m), k)]=.Y’[TR2-ATM”(L(m ), l)]=Y[TRTM”b!-lm ))I. 
Proof. Let M tw a TR2-ATM”(L(rlz ), k) with Lh) 2 log t~1x and integer k. The set 
77 M ), accepted by M, is also accepted by a TRTM”(L (nz )) ICI’ which acts as follows. 
Given an input .Y, W directly simulates M 011 each row of _Y, while M :-ir:ts 
t!xistentially (i.e., in existential states). Each time A4 enters a universal state, M’ 
counts up the total number of universal branches ever encountered (including the 
currc’n1 universal branches). If this number exceeds k, M’ immediately enters a 
rcjccting state and stops. Since L(m) 2 log m, W can remember all (at most k ) 
branches of universal configurations of A4 ever encountered. (In fact, M’ remembers 
corresponding semi-configurations of b4 on the sbDrage tape.) From this observation 
it is easily seen that M’ can check whether there exists an accepting computation 
tree (of M on X) with at most k leaves. Only if so, M’ accept!; the input s. The 
details of the action of 1M’ are left to the reader as an easy exercise. ‘J 
We nceci the following three definitions for the next theorem. 
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Definition 4.7. A function L(m): N +R is furry space constructibk if there is a 
one-dimensional deterministic Turing machine IU which, when given any string of 
length m, halts after its read-write head has visited exactly [I,(m) 1 tape cells of the 
storage tape, where :‘yI has a read-only input tape with end markers and one 
semi-infinite storage tape [ 173. 
Definition 4.8. A function Z(m) : N --f R is log-space countable if there is a one- 
dimensional deterministic Turing machine i%Z which, when given any string of length 
m, halts after its read-write head has written down the k-adic notation of the 
number [Z(m)], for some k 2 2, by using at most [log m + l] cells of the storage 
tape, where M has again a read-only input tape with end markers and one 
semi-infinite storage tape. 
Definition 4.9. Let x be a two-dimensional tape with Il(.x) = I&Y) = m. As shown 
in Fig. 4(a), let each tape cell of x be numbered 1, 2,. . . , in’ from top to bottom 
and from left to right on the same row. Then, for each 16 i ~j G m ‘, let ~((i, j)) be 
the segment of x enclosed by the heavy sohd line as shown in Fig. 4(b). 
l-!l+l 
X 
2m 
X 
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(Note ihat, from condition (iv) of the theorem. this set can be well defined.) The 
set T[L, &] is accepted by a TR2-ATM”(L(m), &(m)) IU which acts as follows: 
Suppose that an input x with /,(x) = I&) = 2m (m 2 1) is presented to M. While 
moving on the first row of x, M first marks off exactly [L(2m!] cells of the storage 
tape by using the number 2m of columns of X. While again moving on the first 
row, A4 then writes down the k-adic notation (for some k 22) of the number 
[Z2(2m)1 on one track of the storage tape by using the number 2171 of columns. 
(These actiona are possible because of conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of the theorem.) 
After that, IM universally triec to check that, for each 1 s i c [&(2m )I, 
x(((i- l)[L(2m)l+ 1, i[L(2m)]))= 
=x((2m’+(i- l)rL(2m)7+ 1,2m’+ifL(2m)])). 
That is, on the cell numbered (i - 1) [L(2m )] + 1 of x ( 1 5 i s [Z$rn ) ] ), ii4 enters 
a universal state to choose one of two further actions. One action is to pick up and 
store the segment x(((i - l)rL(2n2)1+1,irL(2n~)])) on some track of the storage 
tape (of course. A4 uses the cells marked off above the storage tape), to move its 
input head to the cell numbered 2n1’+(i- l)I’L(2r?z)] + 1 of s, to compare the 
segment stored above with the segment s{{2nz2 +(i - 1) [L( 2m)l + 1,2rtz’ + 
irL(2m)l)). and to enter an accepting state if both segments a-de identical. The 
other action is to continue moving to the cell numbered i [L(h ~1 t- 1 [in order to 
pick up the next segment s{(i rL(2m)l + 1, (i + 1 i [LOrrz )I)) and compare it with 
the corresponding segment x((2m’+i [L(2m ,1 + 1, h’+(i + 1) [U2m!l))]. Note 
that the number of pairs of segments which should be compared with each other 
in the future can be seen by updating the k-adic notation of [Z1(2rtz j]. Note also 
that the position-information of the input head can be obtained by using one track 
of length log 2nr. It will be obvious that the input x is in T[L, Z,] if and only if 
there is an accepting computation tree of n/r on s with [Z~t2nz )I leaves. Thus. 
T[L, Z,]E .Y[TR2-ATM”(L(nz 1, Z+r ))I. 
We next show that T[L, Z,] is not in Y[TR2-ATM”(L(rn ), Z&N )J]. Suppose that 
there is a TR2-ATM”(L(m). Z&H)) A4 accepting T[L, Z,]. We assume without 
loss of generality that IM enters an accepting state only on the bottom boundary 
symbol # . Let r and s be the numbers of states (of the finite control 1 and stc)ragc 
tape symbols of M, respectively. For each accepting computation tree t of bf, let 
SC(t) hc a muhi-set of semi-configurations of M defined as folltiws: 
SC(f) = (((I, (Y, (i, j), i’bs Cl&., jc = IS, (q, CY, (i, jj, i’)) is a node laht21 of 
I, and c is a configuration of A4 just after the point where 
the input head left the top half of s}, where s is the 
input associated with t. 
For each input x with f,(x) = f,(x) =2nz (nz 3 I), let ACT(x) be the set of all 
accepting computation trees of M on .K whose lea, t^-sizes are at most Z, (3~ ). For 
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each m 2 1, let 
V(m) =(x E{O, l}‘z’Il,(x) =+(x) =2nt & s((l, [L(2m)1 [2*(2m)l)) 
and, for each x in 
=~((2m~+l, 2m”+ [Wm)] [Z2(2m)l)) 
& (both x(( ~L(2m)l~Zz(2m)l + 1,2m”)) and 
x({2m’+ [L(2m)l [Zz(2m)l+ 1,4m’))E consist of only O’s)}, 
V(m), let C(X) = {SC(r) 1 tE ACT(x)}. (Clearly, each tape in V(m) 
is in T[L, Z,], and so it is accepted by M. Thus, it follows, since we assumed that 
M enters an accepting state only on the bottom boundary symbol #, that, for each 
x in V(m ), C(x) is not empty.) Then the following proposition must hold. 
Proposition 4.11. For my two oli$$wwt tapes A-, y irt V( m ), 
C(s 1 A C( y ) = 0. 
(For otherwise, suppose that C(s) n C(y) # 0. Then there exist accepting compu- 
tation trees t and t’ in ACT(s) and ACT@?, respectively, such that SC(r) = SC(t’k 
We consider the tape z (with IIk ) = L(r ) =I 2m ) satisfying the following two condi- 
tions: 
Ci) z[( 1, 1 ), (MI, 2t11)] =.\-I( 1, ! ). (~7, 2m j], 
(ii I $72 + 1, I), (2111, 2~2 I] = ~jjrzz + 1, 1 ), (2m, 21~7 ,I. 
It is easily seen that onto can construct, from the tree3 t and t’, a11 accepting 
computation tree of IV on 2 whose leaf-size is at most Z1(2r~~ ). Thus. it follows 
that z is in T(M). This contradicts the fact that z IS not in T[l_. ZJ\ i 
Proof of Theorem 4.10 (corltirzlrd). Let p(r~l ) Ix the number of possible scmi- 
configurations of h1 just after the input head left the top halvts of tapes in \%FI 1. 
‘I’hcn 
iS(‘(f )j - %,(h ). 
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&(m))]. From condition (VI of the theorem, it directly follows that r%‘[TR2- 
AT~‘(~(~?z 1, 21 (in))] c ~~TR2-A~‘(~~~~ ), Z&z )>I, This completes the proof of 
the theorem. q 
Remark 4.12. Condition (iv) of Theorem 4.10 can be replaced with the following 
condition (iv)‘: 
(iv)’ for some constant k HI, [L(m)1 [Z&n 11 5 km’ (rn a 1). 
(III this case, let 
~((1, [L(2m 11 [Z2(2m j]/2k)) 
= x((2n1’+ 1,2m’+ [L(2m)] [&(2m)]/2kFJ}. 
Tllen, hy using the same technique as in the proof of Theorem 4.10, WC can show 
that 
- Y’[TR2-ATM”(L(m ), ZI (LIZ ),]. I 
Remark4.13. By using the similar idea to that in the proof of Throrem 3.6, we 
can easily show that the similar result to Tlleorem 4.6 holds for 2-ATM”s. It is 
unknown, however, whether the similar results to Theorems 4.4 and 4.10 hold for 
?-ATM’%. 
WC next investigate a relationship between the accepting powers of leaf-size 
hounded TRZ-ATM? and 2-ATM”s. 
Y’[TR?ATM”(L(rlt ),Z(rn),]~,~[2-ATM’(L(m), Z(VZ jr]. 
Proof. Let TJ be the set dcscribcd in I.cmma 3.3. 
C’lenrly, T: e Y’[2-NA’] =.Y’[2-ATM’({), I ,3. On the other hand, we can show, 
by using the same idea as in the proof of Theorem 5.2 below, that 7’~ &.Y’[TR2- 
ATbf’(L012 1. Z(i?r b)] if Cm,,, .. ,[Lfrlz LT(rtt )lr:z] = 0 and lim,,, -+X [Zbt 1 log m/m] = 
11. t’f9tt proof is fcft to the reader as an exercise.) From these and from the trivial 
fact that YrTRSATM’(L (1~ ), Z(PIZ ))] c _Y[2- ATM”IL(w 1, Z(HZ ,I], it follows that 
the thcrtrcm hotds. !I! 
Proof. Let T3 be the set described in Lemma 3.4. Clearly, T3 ~.dZ’[TM~(log m)] = 
irl2-ATM’(log 111, l)]. On the other hand, we can show, by using the same idea as 
in the latter part of the proof of Theorem 4.10, that T3 &Y’[TR2-ATM”(L(nr ), 
Z0?2 I,] if f&72 1 z log HZ and lim,,, +x [I,(rn)Z~z )/nz’] = 0. From these and from the 
trivial fact that Y’[TR2-ATM’(L(w ), Z(/II I)] EY[~- ATM"(L(nr ), 2(n1 I)], it follows 
that the theorem holds. Cl 
.Y[TR~-.~TM”(L(~H), Z(W ,,] =9’[2-ATM”IL.(nz), 2~ ,I]. 
Proof. To prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that 
~[~-ATM’(L(/I~ ), Z(IIZ ))]c,~[TR2-ATM”(Lc~n ), Z(vr ))] 
1 xt iZI he a 2-ATM’(L(m ), Z(m 1). Consider a TR~-ATM’U_(HI 1, Z(W )) dI4’ which 
acis as follows. W divides the storage tape into two tracks. When an input tape s 
with &(,s I = Iyx) = m is presented to M’, M’ first copies each row of s in sequence 
on track 1. (Since n/l’ can USC Urn) @vu2) cells of the storage tape, it is obvious 
that A/I’ can do this.) Then, R/I’ directly simulates the action of IW on s by using 
the copied patterrr on track 1. (Track 2 is used to simulate the storage tape of hI.\ 
bI’ enters an accepting state only if it4 enters an xcepting state. It is obious that 
thcrc is an accepting computation tree of RI on .Y whose leaf-six is at most % wz ) 
if and only if thert* is an accepting computation tree of ;21’ on .I whose lc:lf-sire is 
:it most %(r~ 1. Thus the dcsircd result follows. C-1 
S. Recognizability of conncctcd pictures 
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meets the symbol Y, it enters a universal state to choose one of two further actions: 
One action is to continue moving right or to the next row until M meets the next 
’ I’. The other action is to existentially check whether there exists a (connected) 
path of l’s from the current ‘1‘ to the lowermost and rightmost ‘1’ on A-, and to 
enter a,1 accepting state if there exists such a path. It is obvious that the input x’ 
is in TC if and only if there exists an accep?ing computation tree (of A4 on X) with 
at most W’ leaves. El 
Theorem 5.2. For arty L (rn ) : N + R nrtd Z ( HZ ) : N + R .wclr that 
lim,,,,,[L(trr )Z(nz )lnz] = 0 N& lim,,,,,~[Z(nz) log r+l] = 0, 
T&. @.T[TRZ-ATM”(L(m), Z(m))]. 
Proof. Suppose that there is a I”R2-ATM’( L( nr ), Z( ~2)) M accepting T, (with 
lim,,, ,,[L( nl)Z( nz)/nz] = 0 rrr,d iisn,,, _ X [Z( nz ) log rn/ m] = 0). We assume without 
loss of generality that N enter:, an eccepting state only on the bottom boundary 
symbol ~6. 
I,et r and s be the numbers of states (of the finite control) and storage tape 
symbols of /U, respectively. For each accepting, computation tree t of M, let SC(t) 
be a multi-set of semi-configurations of A4 defined as follows: 
SCW={(q, (Y, ,i,j,, i’)EC if 1 c = (s, (4, a, (i, j), i’)) is a not e label of 
t, and c is a configuration of M just after the point where 
the input head left the first row of x}, 
whcrc .v is the input associated with t. For each input x with I,(s) = I$..) = IPI, let 
ACW- ) b,e the set of all accepting computation trees c:f M on .v whose Icaf-sizes 
arc at most 23 III). For each IIZ 2 1, let 
and for each .Y in \/‘(uz ), let C(S) = (SC(t)1 t E ACT(s)}. Klearly, each tape in VW 
in in 7:, and so it is accepted by A4. Thus, it follows, since we assumed that R/I 
&Vi(l~i~n~)[(.~(1,3i-2)=0&~(l,.ii-1)=l)0r 
(.r(1,3i--2)= l&.u(l.3i-1)=o)]&x[t1,1),(1,3~)]= 
s[(2, l), (2,3nz)]& s[(3, I), (3m, 3nz)]E{1}‘-‘1, 
enters an accepting state only oti the bottom boundary symbol #, tb:, for each 
.Y in \%II ), C’CS ) is not empty.) Then the following propoGtion must h4d. _ 
(For otherwise, suppose that C(.u ) n C( y ) # (I’). Then there exist accepting compu- 
tation trees t and t’ in ACT(s ) and ACT( v 1, respectively, such that SC(t) = SC(t’l. 
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We consider the tape t (with II(z) = IZ(t) = 3~2) satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) z[(t, 0, (1,3m)l=x[(1, I), (1,3m)l, 
(ii) ~[(2, l), (34 3m)]= y[(2, l), (3Wz,3nr)]. 
It is easily seen that one can construct, from the trees t and t’, an accepting 
computation tree of M on L whose leaf-size is at most Z(3~1). Thus, it follows 
that z is in T(M). This contradicts the fact that z is not in Tc.) 
Proof of Theorem 5.2 (corzfirzued). Let p(m) be the number of possible semi- 
configurations of M just after the input head left the first rows of tapes in V(rtz ). 
Then 
P(W) s r(3m +2)U3nz )s’,‘~“‘). 
Since, for each _x in V(m) and for each t in ACT(x), m/w(t) is at most Z(~W ). it 
follows that, for each s in V(nz ) and for each t in ACT(s ), 
jS(‘!t !/ c- Z(3m ). 
Therefore, letting SC uz ) = {SC(t) 1 t E ACT(s) for some .Y in Wr?t J), it follows that 
for some constants c and c ‘, 
As is easily StXll, 1 C’( 111 ); = 2”‘. Since lim ),, + * [L(112 )ZWt j/112 ] = 0 and 
hm ,,, . x [Z(\JZ 1 log ~z,/kl = 0. we have /S(UZ )I i / 14 IN 11 for large OZ. Therefore. it 
follows that for large IH there must be ditfercnt tapes .v, .\-‘k \‘(IH I such that 
0.u I 9 C’CJ* 1 5 C. This contradicts Proposition 53, and thus the theorem holds. ‘2 
k. Conclusions 
WC conclude this paper by giving several open problems. 
(2) Do th = s’ t. . lmilar results to Theorems 4.3 and 3.10 hold for 2-A’TM’Y.’ 
NOW Quite rcct’ntly King [Is] introduced the same complexity measure as 
kaf-six’ independently. In [I81 the term ‘branching is adopted instead of the 
ttxm ‘leaf-six’. 
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